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Floor of the Year 2008
Another successful
ATFA Convention
Location, product and fixing:
the big three variables

19mm thickness

(20.5mm for 180mm width)

Improved
wear layer

60mm, 85mm, 108mm, 130mm and 180mm widths

Structural
secret nail
pocket for
improved nail
seating

New BTF2 profile

blueprint for

the future

Boral Timber Flooring leads the way with its
new timber flooring profile design.
The 80mm cover width of Boral Timber’s most
popular flooring product is increasing to 85mm.
In addition, a new consistent profile design
- BTF2 - across the solid flooring range will
provide a new flooring blueprint for the future.

For more detailed information
national free call 1800 818 317
email timberspec@boral.com.au or
visit www.boraltimberflooring.com.au

Note from the CEO
The Australian Timber Flooring Association

TIMBER FLOORS

welcomes you to the seventh issue of
Timber Floors Magazine!
With another convention under our belt, ATFA
begins plans for Brisbane in 2009. The Melbourne
2008 Convention was a great success with 1000
visitors enjoying an exhibition of the key players in
one place and at one convenient time.
The convention also represented AGM time where ATFA signed off on another
fantastic year of increased services and growth for its members. It also
heralded what lies ahead for 2009, promising new initiatives and updates of
both technical publications.
The annual dinner and awards night was an enormous success and a great

Staff and Contributors

ending to the whole event, with over 190 enjoying the night. Kerry O’Keefe was
very entertaining, although for me, acknowledging the members who received
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their certification as ambassador and vanguard was a significant moment.
As this is the final edition of the magazine for this year, I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank personally all of those who have achieved so much for the
industry during 2008 – the directors of ATFA who donate their time and costs
to travel all over the country, the standing committee members, the members
who make this organisation the great one it is and finally to my staff who work
well beyond their requirement – thank you.
Merry Christmas to you all and we hope that 2009 quickly brings an
improvement to the current financial situation, so we can all achieve a
prosperous New Year. We hope you enjoy this issue of Timber Floors.
Randy Flierman
CEO, Australian Timber Flooring Association
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Association.
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the publisher. Views expressed within this
publication are not necessarily the opinions
of the editors or publisher. Whilst all efforts
are made to ensure the accuracy and
truthfulness of stories included in this issue,
the writers, editors and publisher cannot be
held responsible for inaccurate information
supplied for publication. Timber Floors also
holds no responsibility for any advertisements
printed in this magazine that may be deemed
inaccurate.
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ATFA update
ATFA has now concluded its
training schedule for 2008 and has a

include the following:
• Getting it Right with Floor

huge schedule planned for 2009, so

Installation – Avoiding the problems

look out for the printed program, as

• Getting it Right with Floor Finishing

the schedule will provide something
for everyone. The big hit this year
was the Advanced Coatings Workshop

– Avoiding the problems
• Advanced Timber Flooring
Technology

ATFA’s newest board member
Julia Hall, Commercial Market

which was totally booked out and

• Engineered Flooring

Manager, Orica Woodcare, has

received rave reviews.

• Adhesives and Moisture Barriers

recently been appointed to the ATFA

• Troubleshooting Problems and their

Board, bringing with her extensive

There will be a number of new
initiatives commencing in March 2009,

Cures

knowledge of the industry from a

as well as the now famous US Schools

ATFA will soon release a calendar

supplier’s perspective. Julia joined

led by Daniel Boone, commencing 23

with all training dates and locations.

Orica in 2000 before moving to

March 2009. See page 25 for the ATFA

Keep an eye on the website for

Queensland as a Woodcare rep. She

calender listing dates for early 2009

registration forms as they become

was promoted to State Manager in

available. f

SA in 2004, and then to Commercial

Next year’s training sessions will

Market Manager in 2008, where she
deals with floorsanders, architects

visit www.atfa.com.au for further details on ATFA training sessions
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and builders nationally.

The stunning beauty of Australian hardwood.
Performance enhanced by Big River Timbers.

Five layers of genuine
Australian hardwood

Armourfloor

Armourpanel

Armourtile

Armourtread

Solid tongue
and groove

Accessories

Armourﬂoor® engineered hardwood ﬂooring from Big River Timbers is Australia’s most stable
timber ﬂoor. It is available with a natural ﬁnish or factory coating. Big River Timbers also
manufactures solid T&G ﬂooring and decking, and distributes a wide range of support products,
including coatings, adhesives, underlay, hardwood trims and ﬂoor maintenance products.

For more information visit our web site www.bigrivertimbers.com.au
Grafton (02) 6644 0900 • Sydney (02) 8822 5555 • Brisbane (07) 3451 8300 • Sunshine Coast (07) 5493 1511
Townsville (07) 4774 3501 • Melbourne (03) 9586 6900 •Perth (08) 9377 0622
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Member profile: Finlayson’s
Finlayson’s Timber and Hardware was established in
1875 and is now in its fourth generation of ownership and
management. The company joined ATFA early in 2008.
A vertically integrated company, Finlayson’s has business

marketing campaign.
Scott and Finlayson’s have had a long association, which
began with the company’s involvement in the TV series
Backyard Blitz. During this time Scott and Michael Finlayson

units that include forest resource, saw-milling, processing,

built a good friendship so when Scott decided to build his

distribution and installation.

own dream home in Sydney he was on the phone to Michael

Earlier this year, Finlayson’s launched “The Green Room”

straight away. Michael says: “I was overseas at the time

– a comprehensive timber showroom offering supply and

when Scott rang to say, “Mate, when are you back? I’m

install environmental solutions, promoting sustainable

building a new house and I need some timber!”

forestry and the use of legal wood products.
Located at their East Brisbane trade store, The Green
Room has over 300 square metres of timber flooring displays.
Led by Flooring Team Leader Andy Price, an experienced

Scott’s involvement with the company includes appearing
in product catalogues, on its website, at in-store promotions,
providing testimonials and doing radio interviews.
“Scott’s a great ambassador for Finlayson’s, as he relates

flooring specialist, the supply and installation of timber

to all types of people and he’s as genuine in person as he

flooring is now an integral part of Finlayson’s business.

is on television,” enthuses Michael. As well as his media

The recent Green Room launch was attended by over 150
builders, architects and suppliers. The guest speaker was
television celebrity builder and larrikin carpenter, Scott
Cam, who has recently thrown his support into Finlayson’s

commitments Scott runs his own building company and
specialises in small renovations and decks.
“He’s an old school builder who takes incredible pride in
his work and does things properly,” says Michael. f

GO THE MO BRO!
The boys at Finlayson’s have been getting into the
spirit of Movember (a fundraising initiative for research
into men’s health issues such as prostate cancer and
depression). The guys started the month of November
clean shaven and have been cultivating all manner of
mos in the name of men’s health.
“There are a lot of hairy blokes around here, but

Michael Finlayson and Scott Cam

maybe that’s just the timber industry!” says Donna at
Finlayson’s.
Pictured below is a progress shot (from midNovember) of Andrew Turner with his quickly
developing mo.
To sponsor a Bro who’s
growing his Mo, visit
www.movember.com,
go to the Australian link
(this is an international
phenomenon) and you can
donate to the specific mo
you would like
to sponsor.

The Green Room at Finlayson’s: over 300m2 of timber flooring displays
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ATFA members
bash through
the outback in
the name of kids
ATFA president Robert Clague (Northern Suburbs Timber
Flooring) and fellow ATFA member Barry Olszak (Abcor
Flooring) recently participated in the QLD Variety Bash from
Toowoomba to Bathurst in a transformed 1966 Ford Galaxie.

“We laughed, we cried, we drove,
we drank, we drank, we laughed
and cried some more!”

The Bash is staged by Variety Queensland to raise funds
for improved quality of life for special needs children in
Queensland. Every entrant has to raise a sum of money for
Variety and all vehicles must be 30 years old or older at the
time of entry and be non-performance modified. Each car
pays its own way, directing all money from donations straight
to the children’s charity, meanwhile spending lots of money
in each town as well as making localised donations at regular
stopovers. Since 1990, in excess of $9million has been raised.
This year’s Bash raised $1.9million.
“Being part of raising funds for Queensland Variety was
a brilliant experience,” says Robert. “Of all the things I
have done, the ‘Bash’ adventure rates as one of life’s most
memorable experiences! We laughed, we cried, we drove, we

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

drank, we drank, we laughed and cried some more!”
Day One saw an early start in Toowoomba with Variety
Queensland donating everything from buses to computers
to worthy recipients. This continued all the way to Bathurst
where every child on the side of the road waving received a
small gift from the Bashers and local schools received much
needed equipment and resources.
“The Bashers were a special group of people,” says Robert.
“Everyone was equal and willing to help each other to put

Elite 3 edger

the fun into fundraising, enabling these special children to
receive much needed assistance.”

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

A highlight of the trip was the participation of Team Baxter,
a group of special needs young adults accompanied by a
supportive team of carers.
“Glen from team Baxter with his poetry and words from

parts • service • leasing available

his communication board conveyed a message to all of
us, giving a whole new understanding of the challenges
Down Syndrome and Autism bring to these families. This is
what this event is all about and the reason so many people

Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring

Synteko Pty Ltd.

Freecall: 1800 226 888

Call: 02 94068100

Email nstf@nstimberflooring.com.au

info@synteko.com.au
www.synteko.com.au

contribute so much,” says Robert. f
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Species feature: Red Mahogany
Red Mahogany (Eucalyptus
resinifera) is a medium sized tree
growing up to forty five metres in
height, and from one to one and a half
metres in diameter. It grows along
Australia’s east coast, from Sydney in
NSW to Atherton in Queensland.
It is an extremely dense hardwood,
with stunning deep, dark red
colouring. Its density and rare
colouring have made it a prestigious
timber species, which is available only
in limited quantities.
The heartwood is durable and
ranges from red to dark red, while
the sapwood is much paler and easily
distinguishable. Red Mahogany is
generally medium textured with an
uneven grain, which at times can be
interlocked. The bark is rough and
persistent to the small branches,
fibrous, shallow to coarse fissured.
The timber takes some time to
dry thoroughly, but with very few
imperfections caused in the process.
Red Mahogany is easy to work with
but needs care in gluing. It is one of

with ferric chloride solution.
The timber is resistant to termite

the best eucalypts for painting since

attack, making it suitable for

the wood has good resistance to

flooring, cladding, panelling, general

surface checking. It may be ebonised

construction, sleepers and poles, as

to a rich black colour by treatment

well as furniture and turnery. f

Physical Properties
Family name: Myrtacaea
Trade name: Red Mahogany
Dry Density: 950 kg/m³
Janka Dry Hardness: 12 kN

RED MAHOGANY MANUFACTURERS
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Company

Thickness

Widths

Contact

Australian Solar
Timbers
(Aussie Reds)

19mm T+G strip flooring
12mm TimberLay Overlay
19mm Parquetry

80 and 130mm T+G strip flooring
80mm TimberLay Overlay
65mm Parquetry

Phone 02 6562 6839
www.astfloors.com.au

Boral Timber

Boral 19mm strip flooring
60mm, 80mm, 108mm, 130mm and 180mm for Boral 19mm Phone 1800 818 317
Boral 13mm strip flooring
80mm for Boral 13mm
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au
Boral parquetry 9mm, 14mm and 18mm
email timberspec@boral.com.au
Boral Silkwood engineered flooring
15mm for Boral Silkwood
80mm 1 strip, 133mm 1 strip and
130mm 2 strip

Hurford
Hardwood

19mm, 14mm and 12mm

80mm, 83mm and 130mm

Phone 02 6621 9886
www.hardwood.com.au

Truflor Australia

Sawn kiln dried 50mm - 350mm
Flooring 19mm
Decking 19mm, 22mm and 31mm

Sawn kiln dried 25mm - 200mm
Flooring 80mm, 105mm and 130mm
Decking 90mm, 120mm and 140mm

Phone 08 8447 1839
www.truflor.net

Boral Timber’s green thumbs at
work for the environment
As part of the Natural Selection promotion, Boral Timber

trees, which have made a huge impact to sites around the

Flooring promised to undertake plantings based on the

country,” she said.

amount of flooring sold during the promotion. The result

The trees will provide valuable habitat for native species

was a total of 1300 stems planted with Boral’s support.

and will make a contribution towards absorbing carbon that
would otherwise be emitted into the atmosphere. f

On 1 October, 1000 of the pledged stems were planted at a
cattle property at Wisemans Ferry. A volunteer team of Boral
staff planted various species that will provide a framework
for the redevelopment of native vegetation over time.
The planting exercise was part of the River Restoration
program, designed to restore the health of rivers in the
Hawkesbury catchment. The aim is to stabilise the bank and
reduce erosion by fencing off cattle and restoring vegetation.
Sam Robinson from Conservation Volunteers Australia
thanked the company for its ongoing support. “Boral has
been working with us for 20 years and thanks to their
support, we’ve been able to achieve a significant number
of broad planting programs including grasses, shrubs and

PNEUMATIC TOOLS FOR
SOLID AND ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING

P250
T
L
S

type 16 ga
type 16 ga
type 15 1/2 ga

5/8 - 33/32"

NEW

THE PRIMPACT ENGINE:
THE HEART OF THE P250 / Q550
offers reliability, extended performance and
an unequaled smoothness of operation.

• Short nose and compact valve design
provide an all-around striking surface
and enable the nailing of
more boards (4 1/2” closer)
to the end walls.

Q550
L

type 18 ga

3/8 - 5/8"

Perfectly adjustable to
the width & height of the tongue
No shim required

• Finely threaded screw-in
cartridge assembly for precision,
easy on-site dismantling
and durability.
• High-speed action and few moving parts,
for a powerful yet soft stroke,
a shorter air-saving cycle
and increased precision.

• Eco-friendly with zero VOCs
• Extremely durable (100% solids)

• Reduced wear effect and
quick interchangeability
of PRIMPACT engines between
same generation units.

• Economical with coverage of
30 - 40m2 per litre

Printed in Canada 07-22

PRIMATECH

www.primatech.ca
800-363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

• A natural product that enhances
the natural beauty of timber floors

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd. call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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ATFA Convention and Exhibition
The 2008 ATFA Convention and Exhibition in Melbourne

The conference sessions were excellent, with presentations

was a great success! Exhibitors showed timber flooring

that covered a range of issues facing the industry today,

products from Australia and all over the world to 1000

including occupational health and safety, business

visitors at the Melbourne Exhibition Centre with morning

management and quality customer service.

convention sessions packed out.

A summary of some of the key presentations is featured

The editorial team from Timber Floors Magazine decided

over the following pages, while others will be covered in

the best show bag was definitely the Bostik bag, which was

greater detail in future issues of Timber Floors Magazine.

full of freebees, including a tape measure, Blu Tack and full

Speakers’ notes are online at www.atfaconvention.com.au f

size glue products. This was closely followed by the Synteko
show bag, which generously included a Synteko cap and T
shirt. Contractors say that they can’t get enough of these.
The Timber Floors team thought that the best interactive
product display was on the Swiss Group stand. This display
showed off the Swiss Group’s Aqua Step product and its
unique waterproof properties with a waterfall running over
the product.

Highly Commended exhibitors were: Able Air, Slipstick and MuliPlank

Best Exhibitor Award as elected by ATFA board members: Boral Timber

ATFA ACCREDITATION RECOGNISED
The convention provided an ideal
time to acknowledge those ATFA

training as well as participation in and
contribution to the industry.

members who have achieved the
Vanguard Level (7)

Ambassador Level (6)

Robert Clague , Peter Berndt,

Malcolm Johnston, Kendall Waller,

is a points based system requiring

Paul Kiely, Chris Stringer,

Bill Durkowyak, Paul Blackshaw,

annual reassessment. Accreditation

Phil Mowbray, Chris Lowry,

Terry Potten, Tony Powell,

allows members to demonstrate their

John Hollis, David Smith.

Sam Marafioti, Jim Hilston,

highest levels of accreditation.
The ATFA Accreditation system

level of experience, qualifications,
8

Brett Scarpella.

Bringing out the
best in timber floors
The Bona System includes
a complete range of
innovative products
that bring out the best
in timber floors.
From sanding machines,
dust containment and
abrasives to non-toxic
finishes, adhesives and
floor care, you can rely on
Bona every step of the way.

Visit www.bona.net.au and discover how the Bona System brings benefits to you and your business
Phone 1300 882 806
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ATFA convention highlights!
VOC – What does it mean to me?

The timber coatings market is heavily reliant on high VOC

Daniel Bennett, Orica Woodcare

solvent-based coatings and as such is a significant influence

Coatings manufacturers are facing increasing pressure

on VOC usage within the coatings industry.
Solvent-based coatings, such as Moisture Cure

to produce environmentally responsible products. Daniel
Bennett from Orica Woodcare explained the importance of

polyurethanes, typically have a high VOC content when

understanding the implications associated with low VOC

compared to water-based polyurethanes. As a result, these

coatings.

products present a challenge to coatings manufacturers to
lower the VOC content of these types of products or convert

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are used in the
manufacture of a variety of timber coatings on the market

users to the lower VOC water-based alternatives.
As the green movement gains momentum and focuses

today. These VOCs can react photochemically in the
atmosphere to contribute to ground-level ozone formation

more attention on VOCs in timber coatings, and with

which can adversely affect air quality.

increased pressure from architects, specifiers and
consumers to complete projects using environmentally

Direct exposure to VOCs, through skin contact or
inhalation, can also lead to sensitisation and respiratory

responsible products, it is important for applicators to

ailments such as asthma.

familiarise themselves with the use of low VOC water-based

There is no current legislation governing the amount of

coatings. It is also important for flooring contractors to

VOCs a coating can contain; however, there are a few non-

consider the VOC content of the products that they are using

government organisations and industry specific groups that

and how to minimise impact on their health and the health of

are imposing restrictions on the use of high VOC products.

their staff.

Natural Excellence in
Hardwood Flooring
Solar Kiln Dried Specialist Manufacturers of:
➤
➤
➤

19mm Hardwood Strip Flooring
TimberLay® 80x12mm Overlay Flooring
Solid Block Parquetry

Contact us:
T +61 2 6562 6839
F +61 2 6562 8302
sales@astﬂoors.com.au
www.astﬂoors.com.au
www.timberlay.info
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IT’S NOT JUST

A FLOOR.

IT’S A HELPING HAND IN

Creating a climate for change - Promoting the benefits of

CLIMATE
CHANGE.

the forest and wood products industry
Ric Sinclair, Forest and Wood Products Australia
Ric’s presentation focused on the findings of a consumer
survey on the role of timber in fighting climate change. He
also outlined the new promotional campaign designed to

BECAUSE IT’S

MADE FROM WOOD
.

Using wood
is naturally better for
our environment because
it
helps with climate change
in two very important
ways.
First, growing trees absorb
carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere
and store the carbon
so
efficiently that about
half the dry weight of
a tree is
carbon. This carbon
remains ‘locked up’ for
the whole

of the life of the wood
even when we use it
for
building products or
furniture. It is released
into
the atmosphere again
only when the wood
decays
or is burnt.
Second, forestry is one
of the most
greenhouse-friendly
sectors of the Australia
n
economy. In fact, it was
the only industry sector

to be carbon positive
in 2005. So increase
d use
of wood in construction
will assist Australia
in offsetting its overall
greenhouse
gas emissions.
What’s more, wood
is a truly
renewable resource
because millions
of new trees are planted
each year

The wood used in this

frame stores approx XX

kgs carbon.

and Australia has a
well-established framewo
rk
to support the conserva
tion and sustainable
management of our
forests.
So when we choose
carbon positive wood
for house frames, flooring,
or furniture we’re also
lending a helping hand
in climate change. To
find
out more visit us at www.na
turallybetter.com.au

highlight the important role timber products play in tackling
stays there even after it has been turned into manufactured

climate change.
According to the 2008 Newspoll survey commissioned
by the FWPA, while many Australians continue to voice
their concerns about global warming, the results of the

products. As Ric explained, consumers sit comfortably with
the contradiction that timber is good but killing trees is bad.
In response to these findings, the timber industry has

survey pointed to a surprising lack of knowledge about the

launched a multi-million dollar advertising campaign, Wood

environmental benefits of timber.

Naturally Better, to highlight the sustainable, renewable and

While just over half of the people surveyed believe timber

carbon storage benefits of timber. Above is an example of

should be used more widely for its environmental credentials,

one of the double page print ads. The ads featuring beautiful

a staggering 67% believed cutting down trees is bad for

wood products can be seen in major news publications as

the environment. It is well known that trees absorb carbon

well as lifestyle magazines such as Home Beautiful.

dioxide from the atmosphere; however, half of those surveyed

at www.naturallybetter.com.au.

NE

W

!

were unaware that carbon is stored in the wood of a tree and

For more information about the campaign visit the website

polystyrene
subfloor insulation
for timber flooring
• easy to install panels
• 20mm ridges create
additional insulation
• several convenient sizes
or made to measure
• ideal for pole homes and
timber framed houses
• available from most
building + hardware stores

expol.com.au • ph 1800 UNDERFLOOR (863 373)

Timber Manufacturers and Suppliers
Flooring - Tongue and groove strip, overlay, parquetry
Specialised and contract machining
Architrave, skirting and wall lining
Door jambs
Outdoor settings - Celery top pine, treated radiata
Garden stakes
Decking
Gift boxes

Stocked species
Tasmanian Oak | Celery Top Pine | Myrtle | Blackwood
Sassafras | Huon Pine | Radiata Pine | Jarrah | Spotted Gum
Plus many other species available from suppliers world wide

Oakdale Industries
4C Bounty Street Warrane Tas 7018
PO Box 205 Rosny Park Tas 7018
phone (03) 6244 2277 fax (03) 6244 5237 ABN 44 055 920 306
email oakdale@oak.org.au
www.oakdaleindustries.com.au
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Building – is it a dream or a nightmare? How does the
service you provide impact this?

Levelling the playing field

Catherine Sultana, MYM Timber and Hardware.

Shane Reardon, Deputy

In her presentation, Catherine Sultana challenged timber
flooring professionals to ensure they are equipped to provide
the service that meets increasing client expectations.
Home builders and renovators are faced with hundreds,

Commissioner of GST, ATO
Shane’s presentation covered
the ATO’s approach to tax
compliance, the small business assistance program

perhaps thousands of decisions when building, with the

and the cash economy. He also gave an overview of ATO

choice of floor just one of them. It is therefore important

industry benchmarks, as well as other initiatives designed

to make this decision as simple as possible for them by

to ensure that everyone has a fair chance to do business.

asking questions to help narrow down the product options

Approach to tax compliance: The compliance program is

and explaining the advantages and disadvantages of each

published in August each year and covers the areas that

product. Provide brochures (available from ATFA and the

the ATO will focus on in that financial year. The headline

best timber suppliers) and know your product thoroughly.

issues for 2008/09 include improving small business

Discuss colour variation, grading and gloss levels and explain

compliance, maintaining compliance in a global economy

what a timber floor will do in its life cycle. Make sure you

and tackling abuse of the system.

also cover colour variation within a pack, imperfections and

Small business assistance program: The small business

timber characteristics, contamination, weather conditions,

assistance program provides products, tools, seminars

acclimatisation and project timing Finally, communication is

and workshops. “It is as practical and focused as possible

vital and the client must be kept informed from start to finish.

PRESTIGE PROFILES

THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals
Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value

Australia’s largest range of profiles
for the perfect finish of engineered
and laminate floors
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 great wood décors in super durable vinyl wraps
3 metal finishes including Silver, Bronze and Champagne
3 part systems for post fitting profiles for all applications
Available in 0.85, 2.55 and 3.4 LM lengths
Free instore display stand available
Big discounts for bulk purchase
NSW 02 9982 3777
VIC 03 9544 3911
QLD 07 32733111
SA 08 8345 0455

WA 08 9240 1966
TAS 03 9544 3911
NT 08 83450455
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SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
• Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for
finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big
machine on the market
TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
Unique planetary motion, more power and
pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing
machine on the market
•

Head Office: 25 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180
Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine VIC 3043
With distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS.

Freecall 1800 880 888
www.lagler.com.au

tramex_60x270

so that those who need the tax office’s support, get our support” said Shane.
The Rogue Cog – the cash economy: Through unrecorded and unreported
cash transactions, the cash economy introduces unfair practices that
adversely impact many small businesses by placing an extra tax burden on
the vast majority of businesses that play fair. The ATO has a number of tricks
to pick up businesses who are operating in the cash economy.
Industry Benchmarks: The ATO has developed benchmarks relevant to
numerous industries including the timber flooring industry (in consultation
with ATFA) to use as guide for the amount of time and materials involved in
an average job.

23/10/07

2:04 PM

Page 1

Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.

The benchmarks could help businesses to comply with tax obligations
because they can check that the information declared for tax is an accurate
reflection of the way the business operates. Businesses that regularly
operate outside the benchmarks may not be complying with their tax
obligations in the long term. This is one factor that could cause the ATO to
take a closer look at the records of a particular business.
To see the industry benchmarks visit www.ato.gov.au/businesses and
select ATO Industry Benchmarks.

Jim’s Success Secrets
Jim Penman, Jim’s Mowing + The Jims Group
Jim Penman, one of the country’s most successful
franchise owners, explained how he started out in the

Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
Newrete
c
r
Con imbe w
o
T
& ter n le.
Me ailab
av

gardening business 50 years ago, doing Bob a Job as a
Scout. This led to ongoing gardening work and the start
of what is now a franchise group with an annual turnover
of over $200million. Jim explained that he was not a natural salesman, but the
hard yards of selling mowing rounds taught him his most valuable business
secret – success comes from truly caring about his customers’ businesses. This
obsession with customer service led him to offer support and training to his
buyers, with the progression to full franchising coming a few years later. The
franchise proved surprisingly successful, eventually expanding beyond lawn
mowing into cleaning, dog wash, antennas, fencing and paving.
Jim’s tips for success
• Be fanatical about looking after your customers. Jim learned that it is both
personally and professionally costly to disappoint a customer. Every customer
complaint at Jim’s Group is investigated and taken seriously. By doing this they
have been able to lower their complaint ratio to around 1% of total customers.
• Don’t be afraid to charge enough. When Jim first started out, one of his
greatest mistakes was undercharging, leaving him almost unable to continue
running his business to the high standard he had set.
• Be fastidious about the quality of people you employ. This will save time and

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au

money in the long run. f
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What did the people think?

Brendon Mikkelson and Peter Evans

The boys from First Choice Flooring

Lyn and Sam Marafioti from

from North Shore Floor Sanding

in Adelaide flew to Melbourne for

Parquetry Flooring Company in

came all the way from New Zealand to

the day to see the exhibition. Aleks

Perth took notes and videoed the

attend the Convention. “Daniel Boone’s

Jankovic, Wayne McCarney and Ian

demonstrations so they could be used

demonstrations were excellent,” says

Gilbertson were interested in the wide

for training their staff. “The majority

Peter, who was also interested in

range of products on show as well

of our work is in solid strip flooring,”

staining techniques. “There is a much

as the demonstrations. The majority

says Sam, whose ATFA membership

wider range of products here than we

of their work is floating floors under

was upgraded to Industry Ambassador

might see in New Zealand,” says Peter.

100m so finishing products and new

at the awards dinner that night. “There

“I also came to see environmentally

products were of interest to them. This

is always something new here and the

friendly products. It was definitely

is the third ATFA exhibition that they

conference speeches were excellent.”

worthwhile coming all the way across

have attended, citing good networking

Lyn thoroughly enjoyed the event saying

the Tasman to see such a wide range of

opportunities and excellent product

that it confirmed that their techniques

flooring products in one place.”

displays as the main drawcards.

and processes were on the right track.

2

Tasmanian Oak
Flooring

Available in:
• Solid - 19mm tongue & groove
strip flooring
• Solid - 13mm tongue & groove
overlay flooring
• Block parquetry
• Prefinished solid tongue & groove
overlay flooring
• Sports floor systems
Other species also available
in various sizes:
• Blackwood
• Tasmanian Southern Blue Gum
• Tasmanian Messmate
• Jarrah

Enjoy the warmth, durability and feel of solid
Tasmanian timber floors, adding beauty, style
and character to your new or renovated home,
office or commercial application.
14

Building futures for Tasmanians

Bu

WHITTLE WAXES – The Australian experts
in ecologically harmonised finishes…
Specialising in German-made
Hardwax Oils – a whole new
category of timber finishes
for the Australian market.

… for naturally
beautiful timber

Hardwax Oils:

Exceptionally easy to apply
Create a smooth, velvety lustre
Non-Toxic and Eco-Friendly
Easy to repair and maintain
Nurture and protect timber

Speak to Giles or Darren on
1300 ECO WAX (1300 326 929)

WW6881

WHITTLE WAXES are offering
Accreditation opportunities for
Floor Polishing companies to train
in the application of these products.

www.whittlewaxes.com.au
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Floor of the Year awards 2008
Commercial - Site Installed

WINNER!
Winner - Touchwood Natural Flooring
Designer: John and Matthew Pain
Installation company: Touchwood Natural Flooring
Flooring manufacturer: Boral Timber Flooring
Species: Predominantly Stringbark with other
species in showroom setting
Finish: Aboritec Compo 2 pack Swedish coating

Runner Up - Architectural Floors
Designer: ARM Architects (Bovis Lendlease)
Installation company: Architectural Floors
Sand and finish company: A Borthwick and Sons
Flooring manufacturer: Embelton Flooring
Product: Tongue and groove 80 x 19mm select grade
Species: Jarrah
Finish: Treatex hard wax oil from Whittle Waxes

16

RUNNER UP

The ATFA Floor of the Year awards are proudly sponsored by Boral Timber Flooring
Commercial - Pre Finished

WINNER!
Winner - Stiles Flooring
Installation company: Floorit
Flooring manufacturer: Premium Floors
Product: Quickstep, Noblesse 90 x 8mm
Species: natural varnished Oak

Runner Up - Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors
Installation company:
Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors
Flooring manufacturer: Boral Timber Flooring
Product: Silkwood engineered flooring
1 strip 130 x 14mm
Species: Blackbutt

RUNNER UP
17

Floor of the year awards 2008
Residential - Site Installed

WINNER!
Winner - Cork and Parquetry Specialists
Installation company: Cork and Parquetry Specialists
Flooring manufacturer: Boral Timber Flooring
Product: 19mm solid strip flooring with hand cut
feature panels
Species: Australian Beech, Jarrah and Blackbutt
Finish: Bostik moisture-cured polyurethane

Runner Up - Airthrust Parquetry Flooring
Installation company: Airthrust Parquetry Flooring
Flooring manufacturer: Hazelwood Hill
Product: Chevron 400 - 500, 100mm x 19mm
Species: European Oak
Finish: Feast Watson Enviromax low sheen, waterbased finish with Prooftint moisture-cured stain

RUNNER UP
18

Residential - Pre Finished

WINNER!
Winner - Inside Out Timber Floors and Decks
Installation Company:
Inside Out Timber Floors and Decks
Flooring manufacturer: Swiss Group
Product: Taiga Modern, 189 x 15mm
Species: Merbau

Runner Up - Resilience Flooring and Decking
Installation Company:
Resilience Flooring and Decking
Flooring manufacturer: Resources Australasia
Product: Recycled farm fence droppers, 130 x 15mm
Species: Red Gum

RUNNER UP
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ATFA awards for Excellence
The Australian Timber Flooring Association Awards for Excellence were presented at the annual awards dinner at Melbourne
Aquarium on Friday 10 October with 190 people ready to celebrate after a big week! In addition to the Floor of the Year Awards,
the Excellence Awards are designed to recognise outstanding contribution to the industry by individuals over the past year.
Winners received a trophy as well as $500 in prize money for each category winner. Congratulations to Brett Nash, David Stringer
and Floormania for taking out the top three awards and representing the timber flooring industry with such professionalism.
ATFA Apprentice of the Year
Sponsored by Woodwise
Brett Nash, Cork + Parquetry Specialists
Brett has recently completed his apprenticeship in Floor Covering
and Finishing with Cork and Parquetry Specialists. For the past
four years, Brett has displayed the maturity and skill which have
seen him operate his own van with another employee under his
supervision. “Brett constantly shows initiative beyond his age and
his skill level is beyond that of a more experienced tradesperson,”
observes Chris Stringer. “He has always been prepared to
Christine Coates and
Kerry O’Keefe present
Brett with his award.

work overtime and go the extra yard in finishing a job beyond
expectation.” Brett regularly undertakes other available training and
has great rapport with customers.
ATFA Employee of the Year
Sponsored by Timbermate
David Stringer, Cork + Parquetry Specialists
David has worked in the timber flooring industry for the past
eight years, and joined Cork and Parquetry Specialists six years
ago. David is responsible for all installation work for the company,
the maintenance of stock levels and all site deliveries, describing
himself as “receptionist, co-ordinator, installer and storeman.”
David deals directly with clients, and is always willing and eager to
ensure all projects run smoothly. According to his brother, Chris
Stringer, David’s standards are exceptionally high and he constantly

Terry Potten and Kerry O’Keefe

strives for perfection, demonstrated by his attention to detail and

award David his trophy.

his hunger for knowledge in undertaking all available training.
ATFA Contractor of the Year
Sponsored by Lagler Australia
Floormania, John and Jo Elasi, Owners
Floormania supplies and installs a wide range of floor coverings
domestically and commercially, including solid timber and
parquetry, floating timber and laminates, cork and bamboo flooring,
as well as decking and rugs. The company is fairly new to the
industry but is well established in providing service and exceeding
customer expectations.
“We were really surprised and honoured to win Contractor of the
Cameron Luke and Kerry
O’Keefe do the honours for
winner, John Elasi.

Year, given the calibre of nominees,” said John Elasi. “We’ve won a
number of small business awards over the last few of years but this
one means the most.”
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Crowned appearance of an engineered floor installed in a home located
in a bushy gully.

Are all products suitable for installation in all locations?

Location,
product and
fixing method:
the big three
variables
The second aspect to consider is location. So often

David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager looks into this

products of all types perform well in a particular area or

interesting question and outlines aspects that need to be

location. However, this may not be the case when the same

considered to achieve the best floor performance.

products are used in a different location, for example facing

It has often been said that if you use the right product in

the sea, in the tropics or in a bush clad shady gully. In some

the right place then you won’t have a problem. When it comes

instances the conditions in these locations may not match

to timber flooring products this is certainly true. However, the

the recommended in-service environment for the product.

other aspect in the equation is the correct and appropriate

This may be due to the laying of the flooring being laid part

installation procedure.

way through project construction, prior to wet trades being

Frequently we see floors that are not performing as

completed (a practice that occurs but is not recommended).

expected. This occurs with solid timber floors, engineered

Again, when a product is being considered for a specific job,

product and products such as bamboo. There are three

particularly in moist localities, it is important to be aware

factors involved (the product, the location and the method

of product suitability aspects that may be available from

of installation) and each of these needs to be carefully

the supplier or any installation instructions and product

assessed.

guarantees.

When considering the product it must be realised that

The final area to consider is the installation method

depending on the environment, all flooring products are

itself. In moist locations the boards will move more than in

susceptible to moisture uptake and loss. When this occurs,

drier environments and this is going to a result in greater

a change in dimensions will also occur and as such it is

expansion and more pressure on the fixing system. This

necessary to understand that this affects various products

applies equally to engineered and solid flooring (including

differently. Irrespective of the product used, provision for

prefinished products and bamboo). Aspects including the

expansion is required and failure to provide the required

manufactured moisture content and method of fixing are of

allowance will result in problems.

prime importance. If possible expansion is not appropriately

The reason that engineered products are laminated is
to improve dimensional stability. However, there are still

accommodated, the swelling force may exceed the fixing
strength.

small changes in both width and length that occur and

Therefore, it is necessary to consider specific products

must be accommodated. Specific engineered products

on their merits, be aware of possible limitations to product

differ markedly in both construction and moisture content.

performance associated with locality and if satisfied with

Under high humidity conditions, movement and performance

these aspects, ensure that the method of installation and

will also differ. Basically, if products of different types are

fixing is appropriate. f

being installed, don’t assume that one product will have
the same requirements as another. It is essential to read
and follow the instructions, whether these be industry
based or recommendations specific to the product from the
manufacturer.
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Buckled solid timber floor in the tropics

Plywood vs
particleboard
When selecting the right subfloor sheeting for timber

UnderPly

flooring, contractors should consider the pros and cons of
the two substrates on the market rather than just using the
sheeting that they have traditionally used. A better product
for the subfloor will produce a better job all round.
The two commonly used substrates on the market today
are particleboard (sometimes referred to as chipboard)
and plywood sheeting. Both are manufactured with a
tongue and groove profile and are available from Australian
manufacturers sourcing environmentally responsible fibre.
Particleboard is cheaper, denser and more uniform than
softwoods and plywood and is substituted for these when
appearance and strength are less important than cost.
According to Australian Standards, domestic use of
particleboard requires 19mm sheeting to be used over
joists spaced at 450mm centres and 22mm board over joists
at 600mm centres. For plywood, a thinner board meets
Australian Standards with a 15mm thick board required over
joists at 450mm centres and 17mm thick required for joists at
600mm centres.
The most significant weakness of particleboard is that it

• Provides a stable substrate that will not
delaminate, buckle or bow a hardwood
tongue and groove strip floor
• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so it is
less likely to develop substrate interaction
noise when walking over the floor when
compared to lower graded products

is prone to expansion and discolouration due to moisture,

• 40 year warranty on lamination

particularly if left unsealed.

• Marine bond is heat, cold and water proof

Particleboard sheeting is manufactured in large sheet
sizes for quick installation. It is available in thicknesses
suitable for domestic applications and commercial loads.
Plywood, on the other hand, may be more expensive than

• Underply is rated at E0 for formaldehyde
emissions (the lowest rating possible) and
will not release formaldehyde
• Economical to use

particleboard but offers a more rigid substrate (manufactured
to F14 stress grade) and is therefore less likely to pose
problems with squeaky subfloors over the life of the floor.
The adhesive bonds developed for plywood are heat, cold
and water proof so plywood can also be used in wet areas
such as laundries where particleboard would blow and cause
the finished floor to peak and pop.
Formaldehyde is used in the resins for both plywood

For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596
email plywood@boral.com.au
visit www.boralplywood.com.au

and particleboard. Plywood with an A-Bond is rated as E0
for formaldehyde emissions (the lowest rating possible at
maximum .03ppm) while particleboard is rated to emit higher
amount of formaldehyde typically E2 or E1.
For further details on plywood visit the Engineered Wood
Products Association of Australasia at www.ewp.net.au. For
further info on particleboard visit the Australian Wood Panels

Plywood

Association website at www.woodpanels.org.au. f
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Tips from the trade
Knowledge is the key
Are you an “expert” in your field, having great knowledge
or skill? Are you “professional” in your work practices with
special education or training in a recognised profession or
trade? Are you a “specialist” in what you do?
I like to think that my customers see the first two attributes

And the winner is...
At the beginning of the year, we asked our readers
to provide the content for this column with tips from
the trade. Each published letter has won a pair of Hard

(expert and professional) in me and my business when I

Yakka Legends Workwear pants with knee pads and the

work for them as a flooring contractor. However, keeping

best contribution for the year stood to win a Powernail

my ”expert” status up to date with current trends and

445 nail gun valued at $1100!

developments means that I have to upgrade my “professional”

So without further ado, we’re pleased to announce

standards regularly or risk falling into the trap of having a

that Peter King (pictured below) from Floorcraft has

limited, narrow focus on a specialised set of skills learnt over

won the prize for making such a positive contribution to

time, unable to change and adapt to new, improved products

Timber Floors Magazine this year.

and systems.
One way to develop new skills in the timber flooring
industry is to attend conferences, product releases and trade
nights. Recently the ATFA Convention and Exhibition was a
great example. In one location, flooring professionals could
speak to most of our industry representatives, increasing
awareness and knowledge. Nowhere else will you see all the
big timber players and smaller product distributors in one
place at one time.
At the Melbourne ATFA Convention in October, I thought the
selection of speakers was, on the whole, of a high standard
and relevant to our industry and I learned a lot.
Cheers.
Powernail’s dependable

Peter King, Floorcraft.

line of quality tools leads the
way for a trouble-free installation
Hard Yakka Legends

®

every time. From pneumatic and

Workwear is made of heavy

manual nailers to their complete line of

duty 100% cotton Duck Weave

fasteners, Powernail will provide the reliable set of

reinforced with abrasion

tools to get the job done rite. The 445 Pneumatic Nailer

resistant Cordura®, which
means the fabric is twice as
durable as regular workwear.

is recommended for use on 16mm, 19mm and up to
25mm tongue and groove strip flooring. It Includes a

Hard Yakka Legends® overalls

3mi mallet, lube oil, 2 box wrenches, 2 Allen wrenches,

and trousers are packed

an extra driving blade, 19mm and 16mm adaptor pads

with extra features such

and 2 shims. It requires a 70-110 psi air compressor.

as removable knee pads,
extra pockets for a mobile
phone, tools, pencils and all
those gadgets you need on
the job - perfect for flooring
contractors.
Visit www.yakka.com.au
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Our give aways for 2009 will be
announced in the next issue of
Timber Floors Magazine, due out
in March 2009.

ATFA

3 - 4 March 2009
Floor Installation Essentials Training Program, Sydney

11 March 2009
Engineered Flooring Training Program, Melbourne

17 March 2009
Adhesives and Moisture Barriers Training Program, Brisbane

26 March 2009
Troubleshooting problems and their cures workshop, Perth

25 March - 2 April 2009
US Fundamentals, Intermediate and Advanced Schools

ir talk with Emma Watt
From 1 July 2009 all businesses

When the changes come into

websites
www.naturallybetter.com.au
Visit this website to see the

with fewer than 101 employees

force, the government will also

multi-million dollar “Wood:

will find themselves back in the

issue a Fair Dismissal Code for

naturally better” communication

unfair dismissal jurisdiction, but

Small Business, which will provide

campaign funded by the FWPA.

with a limited exemption.

detailed guidance to employers on

See page 11 for a summary of the

how to dismiss someone fairly.

background to this campaign and

Since March 2006, businesses

Regardless of size, all

with 100 employees or fewer have
been protected from a claim that

businesses will potentially face a

the termination of an employee’s

claim if they terminate someone’s

employment was harsh, unjust

employment for an unlawful

or unreasonable. This covers

reason, for example, temporary

termination due to misconduct or

absence due to illness or injury

where the employee’s performance

(defined as up to three months

was not up to scratch.

unpaid sick leave), age, race, sex,

The new system will redefine a

union activity, voluntary emergency

than 15 employees and will limit

activity; or failure to give notice or

the exclusion from the jurisdiction

pay in lieu of notice.
The legislation that covers these

to the first 12 months of the
All businesses with 15 employees

timber as a solution to climate
change.

parental status, marital status,

small business as one with fewer

employee’s employment.

see how the FWPA is promoting

www.ato.gov.au/businesses
Visit the Australian Tax Office
website to see the benchmarks

changes is due to be released

developed in consultation with

before the end of 2008 but is likely

the Australian Timber Flooring

or more will only have the benefit of

to be debated in the Senate early

the exclusion for six months.

in 2009.

Association for the flooring industry.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 9858 2927 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
Acousti-Tech - distributed by Synteko
With a wide variety of thermo-acoustic membranes

Therma-floor underlayment for radiant floor heat
Timber Flooring professionals who work with subfloor

developed for parquetry, hardwood overlay, tongue and

heating systems should consider Therma-floor as an

groove and floating floor installations. The membrane

additional thermal conductor for their customers. Specially

absorbs impact noise and reduces echo and reverberation

formulated for use with subfloor radiant heating systems,

to improve in-room sound quality. Acousti-Tech exceeds

Therma-floor is poured just 32mm – 38mm thick over

the BCA acoustic requirements for multi-level apartments

any brand of hydronic tube or electric heating cable.

and is approved by the Green Building Council. It is light-

Therma-floor enhances heating system responsiveness

weight, odourless and maintains its sound effectiveness

while conducting heat to the living area and occupants. It

over time. Acousti-Tech is available in three thickness

is considered a “green” building material, with recycled

3.3mm, 4.5mm and 6mm. Visit Acousti-Tech online at

content and extremely low VOC emissions. The product has

www.finitec-inc.com and www.synteko.com.au or email

been CSIRO tested and is listed as a fire resistant building

info@synteko.com.au

material. For further details on Therma-floor visit
www.maassproducts.com.au or email
marketing@maassproducts.com.au

Timbermate Trowelable and UV Filler
Timbermate has recently launched Timbermate

Floorsafe R-KZ clear anodised stair nosing
All products in Floorsafe’s range of stair nosings are

Trowelable Filler on the Australian market. The company

anodised to 10mm and supplied complete with countersunk

has perfected this filler in China, the Philippines and the

holes and double sided tape to hold the PVC Nitright insert

USA. Timbermate Trowelable has the base of the standard

in position. The safety tread anti-slip metal coated nosings

Timbermate but different characteristics in the drying

and ladder rungs are currently being used by Esso and

time and consistency. It is proving to be a winner on UV

Shell on their off-shore rigs. The R-KZ anodised stair

lines and it dries quickly. Timber flooring professionals

nosing measures 37mm x 80mm and is designed for stairs

who need to fill large areas with a quick dry filler that is

requiring a bull nose edging. It was recently ordered by the

easy to sand off should consider Timbermate Trowelable

United Arab Emirates’ embassy in Washington DC. For

and UV filler. Visit www.timbermate.com.au or

further information on the Floorsafe range visit the website

email errol@timbermate.com.au

at www.floorsafe.com.au, email info@floorsafe.com.au or
phone 08 8410 0054.
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Why is Australian-made
Timbermate winning so
many awards in America?

Page 1

For Radiant Floor Performance,

Nothing DELIVERS
the HEAT Like
®
THERMA-FLOOR.

Simple

For superior efficiency
and comfort, nothing
maximizes radiant heating
performance like
Therma-Floor, the ideal
thermal mass for radiant floor
heat systems:

Timbermate Woodfiller...
• Never shrinks, sinks, cracks or falls out
• Is 4 products in 1 - Wood Putty,

Others...
• Shrink, sink, crack or fall out
• Have limited uses and short

• No latex. No acrylic. No solvent.
• No waste - use to the last drop
• Takes any stain evenly

• Contain latex, acrylic or solvent
• Dry out in the tub - very costly
• Won’t mix with all tints or stains
• Don’t take stains evenly

Grain Filler, Crack Filler & Edge Filler

shelf life

Timbermate So good you’ll never
know it’s there

■

Poured 32mm-38mm thick
over hydronic tubes or
electric heating cables

■

One room at a time or
throughout an entire house

■

Crack-resistant and
non-combustible

■

Enhances heating system
responsiveness

■

Weighs less than
58.7 kg/m2

■

Provides a smooth,
tough surface for easy
floor covering installation.

Maass Products Pty Ltd

www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1 800 354 811 (Except Mobiles)
Melbourne: (03) 9873 4811
Sydney: (02) 9983 9906
Flooring Products v2:Layout 1

5/6/07

9:43 AM

Page 1

www.maassproducts.com.au

(61 3) 9311 9300
Fax (61 3) 9312 4622
Therma-Floor is a registered trademark of Maxxon® Corporation, Hamel, MN. ©2003 Maxxon Corporation, all rights reserved.

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range of
products and equipment for the
flooring industry
Embelton Flooring
ACN 004 251 861

ANNOUNCE TWO
NEW STORE OPENINGS...
Western Australia
31 Sundercombe St,
Osborne Park 6017
Tel: (08) 9204 1300

Queensland

44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel: (07) 3359 7100
Victoria – Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel: (03) 9350 2811

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parquetry
Cork
Floating Floors
Solid Strip Timber Flooring
Sound Insulation Matting
Adhesives for Timber Installations
Sanding Products
Polyurethanes / Coatings
Tools and Machinery

Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel: (03) 9545 6499

New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel: (02) 9748 3188
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Project feature: Floor of the Year
“The main
installation
challenge was to
line up the octagon
with the four doors
that connected with
it at the centre of
the room. One of
the doors needed to
be moved because
it was out of
alignment.”

The winning floor in the Residential

chosen for the border in a 130mm x

challenge was to line up the octagon

Site Installed category of the Floor

19mm board. The octagon was created

with the four doors that connected with

of the Year Awards was installed in

from Jarrah and Blackbutt. The entire

it at the centre of the room. One of the

a new home just outside Ballarat in

floor, including all the borders, was

doors needed to be moved because

regional Victoria.

specified in natural grade timber

it was out of alignment with the floor

supplied by Boral Timber Flooring.

design!” says Chris.

The owner contracted Cork and
Parquetry specialists to design and

“Each of the four sections was laid

install a natural looking, light coloured

determined by the width of the doors,

using full boards laid in a different

floor that was able to withstand the

which in turn determined the width of

direction for each section. It was quite

rural lifestyle and match the rural

the walkways. A mathematical formula

a challenge to get all the sizes to work,

setting.

was applied to calculate the size

and there was a lot of work involved

and angle of the octagon, which was

in set out to make sure we had no

would divide the large room into four

created from eight pieces of Blackbutt

surprises!” f

distinct living areas, so we created an

180mm x 20.5mm, cut into wedges,

octagon as a central feature to define

with eight pieces of Jarrah 180mm

the space, with a border running from

x 20.5mm cut into wedges. A further

the four doors at each wall in the room

eight pieces of Jarrah 130mm x 19mm

to break the floor into four parts,”

made up the border.

“The client wanted a design that

explains Chris Stringer from Cork and
Parquetry Specialists.

The timber was cut on site and
custom built to the whole area,

Australian Beech natural grade was

which totalled 100 square metres.

specified as a light coloured traditional

It was glued to particleboard with

Timber Supplier: Boral Timber

looking floor with a higher janka rating

Bostik Ultraset and finished with

Cork and Parquetry Specialists

than other options of a similar colour

Bostik sealer and two coats of Bostik

phone 03 5243 1443

such as Tasmanian Oak or Victorian

moisture cured polyurethane.

Finish: Bostik Ultracote moisture

Ash. Jarrah, which complemented the
dramatic red walls in the room, was
28

The size of the octagon was

The project was not without its
complications. “The main installation

Floor designer and installer:

Adhesive: Bostik Ultraset
cured polyurethane
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Quality is priceless
When you need a quality floor look for Taiga
With widths from 90mm up to 189mm, Taiga has
a floor to suit every project including Modern,
European, Victorian, bamboo, coconut and Everdek
Give your customers peace of mind with the Taiga
25 year structural and coating warranty

1300 855 527 | www.swissgroup.com.au | info@swissgroup.com.au

